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One of those tiny things that change history: A three-
word phrase in the U.S. Constitution became obsolete in
the 70 years following adoption, so that congressmen and
constitutional lawyers of the 1860s, having forgotten its
original meaning, went against the express intent of the
framers of the Constitution. And the old-style $2 bill—or
the red seal $1 or $5 or $100 "Legal Tender" note—which
many of you have at some time or another received and
spent, would never have been printed but for a peculiar
change in English word usage.

When the 55 delegates making up the Constitutional
Convention of May, 1787, got down to the work of
deliniating the powers which should belong to the federal
government as against those reserved to the states and the
people, one topic very much in their minds was how the
new government would finance its operations. All were
familiar—to their own chagrin—with the fiasco Continental
Congress had made of its attempt to create a paper
currency. Before the first such notes were even six years of
age, all the Continental fiat money had sunk to 1/40 of its
original face value before ceasing to pass at all.

The Convention delegates all were agreed that this must
not be permitted to happen again. Most agreed that paper
currency in any form, without full backing in gold or silver,
would sooner or later depreciate the way the Continentals
had. So, Article I, Section 10, paragraph 1 of the U.S.
Constitution specifically denied to the states the power to
coin money or "emit bills of credit."

The coinage power was specifically reserved for the
federal government; Art. I, sec. 8, pag. 5 gives Congress the
power "to coin money, regulate the value thereof and of
foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and
measures." No mention of paper currency: A deliberate
omission. The framers of the Constitution evidently took it
for granted that the new federal government would not be
about to issue paper currency, so they did not bother either
to give Congress the power to do so or to deny such power.
Proof is in the next paragraph: Par. 6 empowers Congress to
"provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities
and current coin of the United States." No mention of
paper currency. "Securities" has always been taken to mean
bonds or similar interest-bearing fiscal paper.
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From then until the outbreak of the Civil War, the
federal government somehow managed to get by without
resorting to any extensive issues of interest-bearing
Treasury Notes, 1812-61, emergency measures, limited in
quantity and quickly retired, excused as constitutionally
permitted "securities." Even the long-forgotten Small
Treasury Notes of 1815, which bore no interest and which
accordingly circulated briefly as money, were not believed
to violate the Constitution, as they were fundable in 7%
bonds and their holders quickly turned them in for the
latter.

by Walter Breen, NLG

Paper currency in the USA before 1861, accordingly,
consisted earlier of notes on the Bank of the United States
(which were receivable for taxes for some years) and on
private banks, and a large variety of merchants' scrip, this
being legal through a loophole in the Constitution. Most of
these, especially after Andrew Jackson killed the Bank of
the United States, passed only at a discount in gold or
silver, in addition to being nonreceivable for taxes. In the
report of Secretary of Treasury Salmon P. Chase (Dec. 9,
1861) was a strong recommendation that the United States
issue paper currency which would have legal tender quality,
especially to replace the existing bank note circulation,
which depended "on the laws of 34 states, and the
character of some 1,600 private corporations."

While this report was still before Congress, where the
Ways and Means Committee was debating on reporting out
a bill which was later to become the National Banking Act,
the news arrived (Dec. 28, 1861) that the associated banks
in New York City had unanimously decided, in a Clearing
House meeting, to suspend all specie payments for the
duration of the war. The national banking bill was laid
aside, and the committee cast about for some way of
getting through this emergency. Congress hastily concocted
a bill to authorize issue of paper currency conformable to
the Chase proposal, Dec. 29-30. Attorney-General Edward
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Bates informally sent a letter to the Ways and Means
Committee, laying down his official view that Chase's
proposal was constitutional; that whatever "bills of credit"
might have meant in 1789, the term surely did not apply to
these proposed United States notes.

In the ensuing debate, the committee split equally,
remaining deadlocked on the constitutionality question for
over a week. In the meantime, the impact of specie
payment suspension was already felt: All coins (even
copper-nickel cents) vanished from circulation overnight,
being hoarded. Circulating currency consisted almost
entirely of irredeemable bank notes, merchants' scrip,
and Demand Notes, none of them receivable for taxes. By
one member's shift from nay to yea, the bill was finally
reported out of committee on Jan. 7, 1862, and its text was
promptly published in the New York papers. Only two of
the papers favored the bill, the rest opposed it, and at least
one leading financial magazine (cited by John Jay Knox,
United States Notes, p. 121), b'egan a campaign against the
measure, saying that "the financial fabric of the Union
totters to its base!"—a mixed metaphor as egregious as it
was vehement.

Delegates from ten of the largest banks in New York,
Philadelphia and Boston went to Congress to plead against
the bill. The committee sent a copy to Secretary Chase,
who returned it Jan. 22. 1862, with some technical
recommendations, making others a week later by letter in
which he justified his inclusion of the legal tender provision
on the grounds that too many people had refused to accept
Demand Notes, which action "tends, not merely to the
nenecessary depreciation of the notes, but to establish
discriminations in business against those who, in this
matter, give a cordial support to the Government, and in
favor of those who do not... The provision making the
notes a legal tender...prevents [such discrimination] by
putting all citizens in this respect on the same level, both
of rights and duties."

The ensuing debate ranged from vigorous to
acrimonious. Rep. Elbridge Gerry Spaulding (Union Party,
N.Y.), introducing the revised bill, said "The bill before us
is a war measure, a measure of necessity, and not of choice,
presented by the Committee of Ways and Means to meet
the most pressing demands on the treasury to sustain the
army and navy, until they can make a vigorous advance
on the traitors, and crush out the rebellion. These are
extraordinary times, and extraordinary measures must be
resorted to in order to save our Government, and preserve
our nationality."

During the debate, a letter arrived from Secretary Chase
to Spaulding, who read out this extract: "Immediate action
is of great importance. The treasury is nearly empty. I have
been obliged to draw for the last installment of the
November loan. So soon as it is paid, I fear the banks
generally will refuse to receive the United States notes
unless made a legal tender. You will see the necessity of
urging the bill through without more delay."

The bill, now titled "An act to authorize the issue of
United States notes, and for the redemption or funding
thereof, and for refunding the floating debt of the United
States," passed the House Feb. 6 by a vote of 93 to 39,
split along party lines. the Democrats voting nay along with

a dozen or so strict-constructionist Democrats. Even the
congressmen who voted for the bill had been earlier heard
to excuse the legal-tender provision, not as a good thing,
but purely as a war necessity measure.

On Feb. 7 the bill went to the Senate, where William Pitt
Fessenden (Whig, Maine, ex-child prodigy, then Chairman
of the Finance Committee, later to be Secretary of
Treasury, 1864, and to end his public career by voting
against the impeachment of President Johnson), obtained
unanimous consent to drop everything else and debate this
bill at once. After almost a week of debate, Senator Jacob
Collamer (R., Vt.) moved on Feb. 13 to strike out the legal
tender clause, being defeated 22 to 17. The bill passed 30
to 7, being sent back to the House to work out agreement
on certain amendments. This done, the bill in final form
passed both houses Feb. 25, 1862, and was signed into law
the same day by President Lincoln. It is the ultimate basis
for all subsequent United States Notes or Legal Tender
Notes.

The first $50,000,000 (of the $150,000,000 authorized)
were intended to redeem the Demand Notes; these were the
conrerlibles or "First Obligation" bills, exchangeable (in
$50 or any multiples of $50) for 6% bonds. By Act of

March 3, 1863, this privilege was to expire the following
July—a grievous error, as the legal tender notes promptly
began to depreciate, and Knox says that the measure
delayed resumption of specie payments by several years.

Obviously, since the constitutional issue was enough to
produce such marked disagreement, the court test was not
long coming. On June 20, 1860, one Mrs. Hepburn
executed a promissory note to one Henry Griswold for
$11,250, payable Feb. 20, 1862. There was then no lawful
money of the United States available for the payment aside
from the now vanished gold. Five days later the legal tender
note act passed. As Mrs. Hepburn still did not have the
gold, and no other form of payment was acceptable to
Griswold, he sued her in Louisville, Ky., Chancery Court in
March, 1864, on which occasion she attempted payment of
$11,250 in Legal Tender notes, which were then quoted at
about $7,000 in gold. Griswold refused. The Court held
that Griswold had no further claim. The Kentucky Court of
Errors reversed that decision, whereupon Mrs. Hepburn
took the case to the U.S. Supreme Court. Undecided at the
Dec. 1867, and Dec. 1868, sessions, the case received no
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decision until Dec. 1869, (Hepburn v. Griswold, 8 Wallace
603). As Justice Grier had resigned before the Court's
opinion was announced, there are now only six justices
under Chief Justice Chase—the very same Chase who, as
Secretary of Treasury, had reluctantly urged passage of the
very same bill whose constitutionality was now being
questioned. In a 4-3 decision, Chase delivered the Supreme
Court's ruling that the bill was unconstitutional.

However, on grounds that the 1869 Court had less than
a quorum, a subsequent Supreme Court, Jan. 15, 1872,
nullified the Hepburn v. Griswold decision and reinstated
Legal Tender notes as constitutional. Not that this ended
the controvery: Many similar cases reached the Court
during the 1870s and '80s, and there was actually an
attempt made to amend the Constitution to permit issue of
such bills. The point is now moot; Legals—except for the
fixed amount covered by issue and reissue of $100s—are
being replaced by Federal Reserve notes, whose
constitutionality is, however, equally dubious.

Returning to the original 1862 notes, officially called
"New Series" in Treasury reports: Face designs closely
resemble those of the Demands, but the words ON
DEMAND are omitted, and the Treasury seal (designed to
specifications of Spencer M. Clark, Chief Engineer of the
Currency Bureau) added. Engraved signatures of L(ucius)
E. Chittenden and F.E. Spinner are in the plates. All are
marked as payable at the Treasury of the U.S. at New York,
They are dated March 10, 1862—probably the date the
plates went to the printers. Backs contain a central
cartouche reading, on the First Obligation or "Convertible"
issue, "This note is a Legal Tender for all debts, public and
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private, except duties on imports and interest on the public
debt, and is exchangeable for United States six per cent
Twenty Year bonds, redeemable at the pleasure of the
United States after five years." The Second Obligation—in a
round frame on the $50 and $100 (and later $1, $2), and in
an oval on all other denominations—replaces the
exchangeability clause by "and is receivable in payment of
all loans made to the United States."

All notes were printed from four-subject plates, lettered
A, B, C, D, on plain banknote paper, numbered
consecutively. Only the latest 1863 issues plus the $1 and
$2 have two serial numbers, upper right and lower left;
earlier issues have only one, at upper right. The notes are
the same size as the Demands, smaller than 1837-1879
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interest-bearing notes of all classes, but this size became
standardized.

With issues as large as twenty million $10s, some device
had to be adopted to avoid excessively large serial numbers.
In fact, the highest SN ever seen in an 1862-3 Legal is
100000, and generally five-digit numbers are met with. The
explanation is as with the Demands and many Confederate
Treasury notes: in inconspicuous locations, plates generally
show SERIES and a number. As soon as the 100,000th
note was printed of a given series-the 25,000th sheet-the
plate was removed and the series number altered. Then the
next notes would have the next higher series number, with
SNs 1 to 4. In practice, several plates were simultaneously
in use, so that sometimes very early plates come with very
high series numbers.

This practice has the interesting consequence that a
Number One note in any denomination will not be unique.
With 28.5 million $ls printed, there could be over 280 #1
notes, each with a different SERIES number. I have
actually seen $1 #1s from Series 1, 4 and 20, and can well
believe that more exist.

The First Issue, properly so called, comprises $5, $10,
$20, $50, $100, $500 and $1000 notes, authorized by Act
of Feb. 25, 1862, and dated March 10, 1862. The first
$50,000,000-mostly issued during the first three months-
bore the First Obligation, the remainder carry the Second.
Exact quantities of each type for any one denomination
will probably never be known, though they are known for
the combined 1862-3 issues of each denomination. In
order:

FIVE	 DOLLARS.	 [20,200,000	 notes printed,

Paper Money

19,332,714 issued of 1862-3.] Only 99,726 outstanding as
of June 30, 1889. Face design: Left, Thomas Crawford's
statue of Freedom, placed atop the Capitol in Dec. 1863,
engraved for American Bank Note Co. by Owen G. Hanks.
Center, large 5. Right, bust of Alexander Hamilton. Back
design: Obligation in cartouche, ornamental V's, etc. The
following varieties are known:

(F-61, Donlon 105-1T1, Hessler 243) Without SERIES.
[100,000 ptd.] ABN credit in top center border only, none
in bottom. Back: First Obligation. The series was probably
complete, as I have seen no. 96222, from plate 4; no patent
date below New York. Exceedingly rare; most offered
prove to be F-61a (below).

(F-61a, H-243a) As last but with SERIES, often above
Chittenden's signature, though other locations are known;
same ABN credit, but see following varieties. Printage
unknown but well into the millions. Notes have been seen
from series 8, 20, 24, 29, 33, 50, 51, 58, 72, 73, 82, 100,
104, 108, 116; others doubtless exist. Plates include nos.
1-5, 7, 8, 11, 20, 22 and probably others. Plate 1 was
repeatedly reused, altered in series-73 and 82 are the
highest found. At the 1973 GENA Convention was an
exhibit of currency including the No. 1 note of SERIES 8,
plate 11; this is possibly from the Kosoff mail bid sale of
Oct. 10, 1957. Another # 1 note, from SERIES 50, plate
number not known to me (possibly 22, like so many other
notes in this series), was lot 180 of Kagin's 279th sale,
possibly ex 1956 N.Y. Metropolitan, "VF, small tear
between pi of Spinner."

(F-62, D.105-1T2, H-243b) Second Obligation. Very
rare. Reportedly exists with ABN credits at top and bottom
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borders; and with ABN at top, NBN at bottom; and with
ABN at left, NBN at right bottom (plate 20, reused). No
data on series, except that one from plate 20 is reported as
SERIES 15, no. 11110. If so, there is reason to believe that
some millions of First Obligation notes were issued long
after the $50,000,000 quota was exhausted.

The reason for the varying ABN and NBN credits is
because of a Treasury midstream decision. At first,
American Bank Note Co. had the contract to engrave plates
for both faces and backs of the $5s, National Bank Note
Co. the contract to engrave and print some other
denominations; but afterwards, the Treasury changed its
mind and for reasons of security had engraving done in one
office, back printing in another, face printing and
numbering elsewhere, and "authentication" (impressing the
Treasury seal) in the Treasury Department, where the
sheets were also cut into single notes and distributed.

The fives dated 1863 will be covered later.
TEN DOLLARS. [11,801,000 printed, 11,800,505

issued.] 343,782 1/2 outstanding, 1889. Face design: Left,
vignette of Lincoln, apparently after one of the Mathew
Brady photographs, engraved by an unnamed artist for
ABN; center, eagle with shield, arrows, olive branch and
scroll, between two counters; right, the female allegory
known either as "Art" or "Painting". Back design:
Obligation in cartouche. The following varieties are known.

(F-93; D.110-1T1; H-464) 1862. ABN in top border;
some plates have PRINTED BY THE NATIONAL BANK
NOTE CO. along lower left border. Back: Cartouche with
First Obligation, flanked by 10's. Notes have been seen
from SERIES 4, 10, 18, 25, 30, 35, 45, 47, 49 and 60 (this
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last doubtless incomplete, highest SN seen 3768), and
doubtless exist from other series. It is even possible that
notes may exist without Series. Plates 4, 7, 11, 13, 15, 16
and others; plates 4 and 16 and probably others come with
the NBN credit added along left border. I have a record of
only one #1 note, from SERIES 30, ex Kagin 279th sale,
but others probably exist.

(F-94; D.110-1T2; H-464a) 1862. As last but on back:
Second Obligation in oval, flanked by large X's. Much
rarer than preceding. All seen to date have ABN credit at
top border, NBN printing credit at lower left. Series
designations are NEW SERIES 1, 4 and 10—odd, as
normally this designation is found only on 1863 notes.
Plates 11, 16 and 23, though others were probably used.

Tens dated 1863 will be covered later.
TWENTY DOLLARS. [3,895,984 printed, 1862-63]

92,064 outstanding, 1889. Face design: Left and right,
elaborate green counters; center, Liberty standing holding
sword and shield, engraved for ABN, 1858, by Alfred Jones
and James Smillie. On back: Cartouche with obligation.
The following varieties are known.

(F-124; D.120-1T1; H-701) 1862. ABN credit in lower
border. Back: First Obligation. Very few examined;
SERIES 6, 22 and 24, others probable; plates 2 and 3,
others probable. To date none seen without SERIES, but
such notes may exist.

(F-125; D.120-1T2; H-701a) 1862. As last but Second
Obligation in oval. Exceedingly rare. All seen to date have
NBN credit added above ABN at lower border. NEW
SERIES 2 (plate 4) and NEW SERIES 8 (plate 2 reused)
only to date; others possible.
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The 1863 twenties will he covered later.
FIFTY DOLLARS. [601,104 printed, 1862-3 ] All

issued by Dec. 1867; estimated 260,000 First Obligation,
341,104 of Second Obligation plus 5.348 of 1863
outstanding by 1889. Face: Left and right, elaborate
9-lobed counters. Center, vignette of Alexander Hamilton,
by James Smillie, allegedly for "Hamilton Bank Note Co.,"
apparently Edmonds, Jones & Smillie, 1858. Back:
Obligation in round area bordered by 36 small discs bearing
50's. The following varieties are known:

(F-148; D.150-1T1; H-926) 1862. NBN credit at top
border. Back: First Obligation. I have seen only the the
following:

SERIES 1. SN 1814. Plate 1. Louis S. Werner.
SERIES 1. SN 13276. Plate 1. Pvt. coll., ex Zerbe.
SERIES 2. SN 21776. Plate 1. CMB Money Museum.
SERIES 2. SN 56128. Plate 3. Ex Grinnel, Kagin's 1974

Metropolitan Washington sale; cf. also 1974 MANA.
Compare also Dr. Clifford Smith, "Fine," plate 1, and

1965 Kreisberg-Schulman, "VF," no. 84459, series and
plate number not recorded.

(F-149; D.150-1T2; H-926a) 1862. NBN. Back: Second
Obligation. Exceedingly rare. I have seen only these:

SERIES 3. No. 10886. plate 4. Walton, Donlon, Dean
Oakes. Pictured in the Donlon book.

SERIES 4. No. 9177, plate 4. Ex Boyd, (Kosoff 72nd
mail bid sale, Oct. 20, 1951), Donlon (May 1971).

The 1863 fifties will be dealt with later.
All these fifties are disproportionately rare because of

deceptive counterfeits of the 1863 NEW SERIES 1 and 2;
the issue was withdrawn.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS. [400,000 printed and
issued of 1862-3] Estimated 130,000 of First Obligation,
270,000 of Second Obligation plus 1863, mostly the latter;
3,821 outstanding, June 30, 1889. Face: Upper left, large
eagle, wings opened downward; part of copyright notice
below, but not enough to read date or name (possibly
James Smillie for NBN? 1858 or 1859?); lower left and
upper right, 7-lobed counters bearing 100's; center, 9-lobed
counter bearing 100. Back: Similar to the $50. The
following varieties are Known:

(F-165; D.100-1T1; H-1120) 1862. NBN top border.
Without SERIES. ABNCo monogram below date 1862 at
upper left. Back: First Obligation; back by NBN, as on the
similar $50. No plate number. Two seen:

24040 CMB, pictured in Hessler
47283 Pvt. coll.
(Same catalog numbers) 1862. As preceding. With

SERIES. Has this ABN?
SERIES 3 50210 No plate number, Grinnell, ill.

Limpert.
No. 58250 has been reported but without mention of

SERIES or plate number. Notes must have been issued with
SERIES 2 and possibly 1, but to date none is reported.

(F-165a is described as having ABN credit. I am not sure
any exist without the monogram, as above.)

(F-166; D.100-1T2; H-1120a) Same but Second
Obligation. Of the highest rarity. I have not seen a note of
this variety; Walton, lot 1353 was so described, SN 30639,
but no information on series or plate number.

The 1863 hundreds will be covered later.

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS. [118,072 printed,
117,972 released] Of these, the 26,000 made through June,
1862, are likely to have been First Obligation, 27,000 July,
1862-June, 1863, partly First and partly Second, and the
remaining 64,972 were 1863s. Only 451 outstanding as of
June 30, 1889. On face: Left and right, oval counters.
Center, vignette of Albert Gallatin, Secretary of Treasury,
May 14, 1801—April 21, 1813; uncredited, but probably by
Charles Schlecht. Back: Obligation in cartouche. The
following varieties were made:

(F-183a; D.1500-1T1; H-1320) 1862. NBN. Rev. First
Obligation. The Oat Bin Hoard yielded a single example; no
series, no. 23956, no plate number. Only one other is
reported; see Grinnell: 23.

(F-183b; D.1500-1T2; H-1320a) 1862. Back: Second
Obligation. Only one other is reported; see Grinnell: 27.

The 1863 $500s will be covered later.
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS. [155,928 printed and

issued] The 12,000, issued April-June, 1862, are likely to
have been First Obligation; the 19,500 issued July, 1862,
through June, 1863, probably included the Second
Obligation notes plus some of the 1863s, and the remainder
were 1863s. Only 201 outstanding, as of June 30, 1889.
Face: Left and right, elaborate counters with 1000
superimposed on M. Center, Charles Schlect's vignette of
Robert Morris, Superintendent of Finance 1781-84, creator
of the 1783 "Morris plan" for coinage, of which the
historic CONSTELLATIO NOVA silver patterns are the
only remnant. Back: Obligation in cartouche between
elaborate counters. The following varieties were made:

(F-186a; D.1M-1T1; H-1376) Back: First Obligation.
Unconfirmed.

(F-186b; D.1M-1T2; H-1377) Back: Second Obligation.
Unconfirmed.

The 1863 $1000s will be covered later.

The SECOND ISSUE comprises notes issued under the
Act of July 11, 1862, and dated August 1, 1862; $1 and $2
only. (A $3 was planned; Hessler pictures a proof of the
back plate, from the Pennell collection, on his frontisplate.)
All bear the Second Obligation.

ONE DOLLAR. [28,351,348 ptd.] Face: Left, bust of
Salmon P. Chase, formerly Senator (Free Soil Party, Ohio),
at time of issue Secretary of Treasury, later Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court. Right, elaborate counter; green
overprints. Back: Second Obligation in round area enclosed
by circle of seventy l's, flanked by large counters featuring
ONE superimposed on 1 and 46 star-containing discs. Four
major varieties. The printage indicates that there could have
been 282 complete series (100,000 each) plus 51,348 of a
283rd; as series are known from 1 to 284, more probably
exist, many being incomplete, and notes might even exist
without SERIES. SERIES comes indiscriminately left or
right of ACT OF JULY 11TH 1862 near top border, high
or low Varieties as follows:

(F-16; D.101-1T1; H-1) In center of bottom border,
ABN credit left, NBN right; no monogram near right
border. Seen with SERIES 1, 4, 7, 72, 215; others
doubtless exist. Plates 1, 2, 15 and probably others. Placed
first because of the note described below --

What is probably the first such note issued, SERIES 1,
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SN 1, plate 1, is in CMB Money Museum ex Mrs. Jay
Davidson, George H. Blake, Col. E.H.R. Green,
Grinne11:286, Limpert (1955); published in Wall St.
Journal, July 31, 1924; pictured in Reinfeld and Hessler.

One other No. 1 note is known, SERIES 7, plate number
unknown to me; ex 1956 N.Y. Metropolitan.

Rarer than SN 1 is SN 100000. The lone example is
SERIES 73, plate 15, pvt. coll.

The above type may also exist with NBN left and ABN
right; not confirmed.

(F-17; D.101.1-T2; H-2) NBN left, ABN right of center
in bottom border; monogram ABNCo. at right end just
beyond Chittenden's signature. Rare. SERIES 12, 15, 20,
22, 24, 45, 69, 79, 80, 82, 120, 126, 134, 141, 147, 151,
203, probably others; plates 1, 3, 4, 8-10, 13, 14, 21, 22,

45 and probably others. A No. 1 note is known; SERIES
20, plate 1; R.F. Schermerhorn estate.

(F-16; D.101-1T3; H-3) NBN twice in bottom border; no
monogram. By far the commonest variety. SERIES left or
right, numbered between 181 and 284. Plates 5, 15, 17,
19-23, 26-28, 35, 39-42, 45, 51, 54, 55, 57-59, and at
least one without plate number (SERIES 192; error note,
no seal or SNs). Highest in series 284 is 10272, pvt. coll.
These are probably the notes reported by Dillistin (p. 11) as
being printed as late as 1867.

(F-17; D.101-1T4; H-4) NBN twice in bottom border;
with monogram ABNCo. at right end. Less than a dozen
seen to date, all from SERIES 215, 252, and 276, plates 17
and 59 only.

TWO DOLLARS. [17,035,514 ptd. and issued] 295,695

Two dollars, second
issue, dated August 1st,
1962.
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outstanding, 1889. Face: Left center, bust of Alexander
Hamilton, as on the $50 of first issue, similarly bordered;
upper left and right, quadrilobed counters; lower left,
round counter with II; NBN central bottom margin. Back:
Second Obligation in double-bordered round cartouche,
containing respectively 48 and 36 2's; two pairs of counters
at corners joined by two horizontal regions of lathework.
Two major varieties:

(F-41a; D.102-1T1; H-153) ABN vertically at left
border. SERIES 1, 2, 4, 6, 16, 30, 48, 73, 75 and possibly
others. Plates 1, 5-7, 9, 10, 17, 30 and possibly others. A
single No. 1 note is known, from SERIES 1, exhibited at
1971 and 1972 ANA and 1973 GENA conventions: plate
number not visible and possibly lacking. Plate 1 is found on
notes of SERIES 6. Much rarer than the other variety.

(F-41; D.102-1T2; H-153a) NBN vertically at left
border. Seen in SERIES 43, 47, 95-97, 106-165 and
probably others. Plates 2 (in SERIES 107 and 130), 3-6, 8,
11-20, 43, and probably others. This variety constitutes
the vast majority of this issue.

THIRD ISSUE. Comprises notes from $5 through
$1,000, of the same designs as First Issue (Second
Obligation) but emitted with ACT OF MARCH 3, 1863
instead of the 1862 act date. All have engraved script date
March 10, 1863 (given in error on the $500 as "March 10,
1862"). All have NEW SERIES, almost always with a series
number following it. The practice of two SNs became
standard though some of the earlier notes still have only
one (upper right).

FIVE DOLLARS. The following varieties are known.
TYPE ONE. ONE SERIAL NUMBER

(F-63; D. 105-1T3; H-244) ABN credit twice in lower
border. NEW SERIES 0 (no number), 3, 39, 43, 45, 65, 68,
72, 82 and probably others. Plates 36, 39, 40, 43, 45, 54
and probably others. The NEW SERIES (no number) notes
are from plates 36 and 40; others probably exist. This
possibly should have a separate variety designation
analogous to F-61, 61A.

A single No. 1 note is reported, though whether it has
these credits or ABN and NBN (below) is unknown. This
piece was 1956 N.Y. Metropolitan:1341; cf. Kagin 242nd
sale:120.

(Same catalog numbers) ABN and NBN left and right of
center in lower border. NEW SERIES 56, 57 and 61; others
probably exist. Plates 42 and 65, possible others.

May exist with NBN twice in lower border, or with NBN
left, ABN right of center in lower border.

In the Stack's March, 1972 sale:852 (ex Stack 4/53:10)
was a worn specimen without seal; which credit variety is
not known to me.

TYPE TWO. TWO SERIAL NUMBERS
(F-63a; D.105-1T4) ABN credit twice in lower border.

The second SN is on the base of the statue and is
occasionally missed. NEW SERIES 68, 75-77, 79 and
probably others. Plates 4, 41, 55, 56 and probably others.

(Included in F-63a; unknown to Donlon) ABN and NBN
both in lower border, the ABN left of center, the NBN right
of center. NEW SERIES 56, 57, 76, probably issued
concurrently with preceding; other series numbers
probable. Plates 5, 31, 42 and probably others. The
discovery example was 1965 Kreisberg-Schulman:879.
Rare.

May also exist with NBN left, ABN right, or with NBN
twice in lower border.

TEN DOLLARS. The following varieties are known:
TYPE ONE. ONE SERIAL NUMBER

(F-95; D.110-1T3; H-465) ABN in top border and left
bottom border. NEW SERIES 28, 31, 38, 44 and 47; others
possibly exist. Plates 13, 18 and 21; others possibly exist.
Rare.

(Included in F-95; unknown to Donlon.) ABN top, NBN
in bottom borders. NEW SERIES 12, 25, 28, 31 and
possibly others; plates 10, 17, 19 and possibly others. Rarer
than preceding.

TYPE TWO. TWO SERIAL NUMBERS
(F-95a; D.110-1T4; H-465a) ABN in top and left bottom

borders. Without and with ornate "Gothic" (text) H right
of eagle, meaning unknown. NEW SERIES 48, 50-52, 54;
probably others. Plates 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, probably others.
The least rare of the tens of this designs, owing to a hoard
dispersed many years ago.

(Included in F-95a; unknown to Donlon) ABN top, NBN
bottom Without and with the H right of eagle, as above.
NEW SERIES 48, 51, 52, evidently concurrent with
preceding. Plates 8 and 11. Very rare, seldom seen in any
grade. It would appear that the ABN and NBN numbered
their plates separately, in which case we might also expect
to find differences in flourishes around check letters; to
date this has not been studied, probably because not
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Twenty dollars, first
issue, dated March
10th, 1863, type 1
face, type 1 back.

enough collectors have enough specimens available for
comparison.

Also reported with ABN top, no credit at bottom;
unconfirmed.

TWENTY DOLLARS. The following varieties are
known:

TYPE ONE. ONE SERIAL NUMBER
(Not in F or Donlon or Hessler) ABN credit in bottom

border, NBN credit immediately above it, as on 1862
Second Obligations. NEW SERIES 4, 11 and 14, possibly
others. Plates 1, 3 and 4. These have single flourishes left
and right of plate letter, two flourishes below (contrasted
to the later plates, described below which have no flourish
immediately r. of plate letter). Exceedingly rare. A single
No. 1 note is known, from NEW SERIES 14, plate 3.

(Not in F or Donlon or Hessler) ABN credit in bottom
border, without other credit immediately above it. NEW
SERIES 19, plate 5. Check letter flourishes as above.
Exceedingly rare.

TYPE TWO. TWO SERIAL NUMBERS
(F-126; H-702) ABN credit in bottom border, without

other credit immediately above it. Double flourish
immediately left of plate check letter, none immediately
right, three below. (Donlon calls for NBN credit but I have
seen none of it.) NEW SERIES 21-24, 26, 27, 42, and
probably others; plates 1, 3-8, probably others. A hoard of
at least 85 pieces, more or less uncirculated, turned up
some years ago; largely from NEW SERIES 21-23.

May possibly exist from reused plates with ABN at
bottom NBN immediately above it; or, as Donlon says,
with NBN (only?) credit—Donlon 120-1T3.

FIFTY DOLLARS. The following varieties are known:
(F-150; D.150-1T3; H-927) Only one SN. NBN credit in

top border, nothing immediately below NEW SERIES 1,
plate 1. The following survivors are traced:

SN 13308. Limpert:10, pictured in Limpert book. Fine.
SN 13310. Pvt. coll. Possibly ex Grinne11:36, Kagin

279th sale:
SN 13316. 1966 Kreisberg-Schulman:1844,

Lee-Freeman:2384. AU.
SN 16790. 1965 Kreisberg-Schulman:1011. VG.
(Same numbers) NBN credit at top, ABN immediately

below it. Represented to date by counterfeits, one of them
pictured in Friedberg (NEW SERIES 2, SN 63446, plate 3).
I have not had the chance to examine NEW SERIES 2, SN
36155, plate 1, to ascertain either if it has both credits, or
if it is genuine.

The entire 1862-63 issue was withdrawn owing to large
numbers of counterfeits of both NEW SERIES 1 and 2,
with all four plate letters. Counterfeit detectors as late as
1917 were warning against these, saying that they were
"dangerous" and "Portrait of Hamilton equal to genuine.
On genuine, white lines cross lower portion of "0" in large
figures "50" in counters on each end. On counterfeit, do
not. Buttons on Hamilton's coat indistinct." (National
Counterfeit Detector, Feb. 1917.)

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS. Only one variety known.
Two SNs, upper left and lower right. NBN credit in top
border. NEW SERIES 1 only. ACT OF MARCH 3, 1863 in
two curved lines at upper left corner. Plate 3 is the only
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plate number recorded. (F-167, D.100-1T3, H-1121) The
following survivors are reported.

54275 CMB
62329 L.S. Werner
74906 Arne1:539
7 7 695 Pictured in Friedberg, later 1965

Kreisberg-Schulman: 900
87459 Pvt. coll.
87471 Donlon:673
92055 R.F. Schermerhorn estate
Possibly Dr. Clifford Smith:1299 (one corner

reinforced) may be a different example from any of these.
Compare also Grinne11:37, "gem unc."—possibly the one
later owned by "Mr. Phil" of honored memory.

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS. Error date March 10,
1862 at right top, ACT OF MARCH 3, 1863 at right
border. Only the one variety. (F-183c; D.1500-1T3;
H-1321) One SN. ABN credit below portrait. As of 1944,
(cited at Grinnell:178) Treasury accounts claimed "fewer

than 100" were outstanding of $500 Legals of all varieties,
1862-1880 Series inclusive; as of June, 1971, the Treasury
wrongly claimed that no more than five such notes survive.
At present there are three 1863 $500s, all from NEW
SERIES 1, no plate check number visible:

42223 Pictured in Friedberg. Private sale record $9,500,
1956; later Kagin 298:907.

42227 Wade, Amon Carter Jr. Pictured in Limpert,
Hessler.

64984 Pictured in the Hessler paperback.

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS. Correct date March 10,
1863 between portrait and right counter. One SN, upper
right. ABN credit in right border. NEW SERIES without
number. No plate check number visible. (F-186c;
D.1M-1T3; H-1378) At present three survivors are traced:

15592 Oat Bin Hoard, Dean Oakes, Dr. Carter.
99202 Amon Carter Jr. Pictured in Friedberg, Hessler.
99206 Pvt. coll., ex J.M. Wade. Pictured in Limpert.

Worn But Rare, Small $10 Sells Big

Only VG in condition, and pressed at that, this $10
Series 1933 Silver Certificate brought a strong $950, about
the current catalog quote for a F-VF note, in the Nov. 10
Donlon auction.
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